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Dear Ms. Kotwal:
I appreciate the opportunity to submit the following reply comments in the Consultation
on Differential Pricing for Data Services.1 My primary concern is that some of the other
submissions mischaracterize the way that net neutrality regulations are being applied in other
countries, particularly with respect to zero rating.
NO COUNTRY CATEGORICALLY PROHIBITS ZERO RATING
Some comments and press reports erroneously assert that some countries have banned
zero rating (see, e.g., Comments of Zee Networks, p. 27; Guha and Aulakh 2015). A close
examination of the policies reveals that at this point, no country categorically prohibits zero
rating as a practice.
The vast majority of countries have yet to take a stance with respect to zero rating. This
includes countries that pride themselves on being leaders in network neutrality enforcement.
Take Latin America for example. The fact that zero rated plans are currently available in every
Latin American country attests to the fact that no country in the region has banned the practice
(Galperin 2015). Brazil has yet to take a stance against zero rating despite the fact that the issue
played a central role in issue in the consultations conducted during 2015. Argentina, Bolivia,
Colombia, Mexico, and Peru have also not taken any action with respect to zero rating. The only
country in the region to have undertaken an enforcement action against some forms of zero
rating is Chile, but as I noted in my initial comments, the fact Chile has also approved other
forms of zero rating underscores that Chile is following a nuanced, case-by-case approach
instead of erecting a categorical ban.
In North America, Canada has blocked TSPs’ attempt to zero rate proprietary video
services. But in so doing, as the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation reports, the Canadian
regulator has “stopped short of outright bans on zero-rated services,” and although it has
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“essentially banned carriers from zero rating their own services, . . . it remains open to the
practice being applied to third-party applications” (Nowak 2015). Consistent with the view that
Canadian law only prohibits zero rating of proprietary services, in August 2015, one of the
companies that the regulators ordered to stop zero rating its own video services (Vidéotron)
began offering zero-rated service to music streaming provided by third parties (Bode 2015b).
The Open Internet Order adopted by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in
2015 specifically declined to take a position on zero rating, and the FCC Chairman recently
lauded T-Mobile’s decision to zero rate video streaming services as “pro-competition and proinnovation” (Bode 2015a). This is why even news reports recognized that zero rating has “(so
far) received the green light by both US and Canadian regulators” (Bode 2015).
In Europe, as detailed in my initial comments, Slovenia has also struck down some forms
of zero rating, particularly those favoring proprietary offerings, while letting stand plans offering
zero rating to premier content, such as the World Cup and the UEFA Champions League, offered
by the two leading providers. The only country in the world that at any time seems to have
prohibited all forms of zero rating is the Netherlands. But subsequent EU legislation displaced
that policy by deleting a specific provision that would have banned differential pricing, which
prompted the Netherlands to vote against the regulation and file a statement complaining that the
regulation obliged it “to withdraw [its previously enacted ban on differential pricing] from its
national net neutrality rules” (Council of the European Union 2015).
Thus, no country is actively banning zero rating, and the vast majority of countries have
not addressed the issue at all. Of the four countries to have brought enforcement actions against
zero rating, three (Chile, Canada, and Slovenia) have done so in a nuanced, case-by-case manner
that approves some forms of zero rating, but not others. Only one (the Netherlands) appears to
have categorically banned zero rating, only to see that outcome overridden by subsequent EU
legislation. These enforcement practices indicate that favoring both net neutrality and zero rating
does not represent an inconsistency, as some have suggested (see, e.g., Comments of ISPAI).
Instead, it is a reflection of the importance of appreciating that differential pricing (or service
differentiation, as I have called it) is a complex phenomenon that often benefits consumers.
CASE BY CASE ANALYSIS REPRESENTS THE DOMINANT AND APPROPRIATE MODE OF ANALYSIS
Enforcement practice also reveals that regulators routinely regard case-by-case analysis
as well within their institutional capabilities, despite the claims of some commentators (see, e.g.,
Comments of the Centre for Media Studies). Case-by-case analysis is the typical approach
followed by competition policy authorities all over the world with respect to vertical restraints.
In addition, many privacy authorities, including the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, routinely
regulate via case-by-case adjudication.
The propriety of case-by-case analysis is reinforced by substantive principles of
competition policy. As I noted in my initial filing, categorical prohibition (known in antitrust
law as per se illegality) is a blunt instrument that is appropriate only when there is a strong
inference that a practice is so nearly universally harmful that nothing would be lost if it were
banned altogether. Such inferences are proper only when regulators have long experience with a
practice and when no plausible circumstances exist where the practice could benefit consumers.
Neither of those criteria are satisfied with respect to service differentiation. The wireless
broadband revolution remains in its early stages, and TSPs are experimenting with a wide range
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of new service packages and pricing regimes. The empirical literature on vertical restraints
demonstrates that cooperative arrangements of this type do not harm and even benefit consumers
in the vast majority of cases (Cooper et al. 2005; Lafontaine and Slade 2008).
In addition, simply banning differential pricing would not eliminate the ability to favor
some sources of content, as some have suggested (see, e.g., Comments of Vishal Mishra).
Instead, such a ban would simply force those willing to pay for improved service to look for
solutions outside the network. The most common response would be to resort to local storage
either offered on a proprietary basis, such as Netflix’s Open Connect, or through a third-party
content delivery network (CDN), such as Akamai or Limelight, for a charge (Yoo 2010). In
other words, simply regulating the terms of network carriage would not prevent parties from
accomplishing the same result through other means. Instead, the rules would simply force them
to do so through means that are more costly.
The Internet remains an emerging industry in India, and the business practices remain in
a state of flux. This suggests that it is far too early in the day to allow regulation to lock into
place any particular conception of the way that firms should interact with each other. In this
regard, the cautionary words of Nobel Laureate Ronald Coase (1972, 67) seem particularly
appropriate: “If an economist finds something—a business practice of one sort or another—that
he does not understand, he looks for a monopoly explanation. And as in this field we are very
ignorant, the number of understandable practices tends to be rather large, and the reliance on a
monopoly explanation frequent.” In short, new practices that are not well understood are often a
sign of economic and innovative dynamism, and any such changes benefit some parties over
others. Regulators should be careful not to erect policies that prevent innovative practices from
emerging.
ZERO RATING PROMOTES COMPETITION, INTERNET ADOPTION, AND CONSUMER CHOICE
The empirical data increasingly shows that zero rating benefits consumers in three
distinct ways by prompting competition, adoption, and consumer choice.
Regarding competition, the data suggest that zero rating is a practice predominantly used
by smaller providers to challenge the market leaders (Elaluf-Calderwood 2015; Futter and
Gilliwald 2015; Galpaya 2015a, 2015b; Galperin 2015). These smaller providers use zero rating
to compete on the basis service differentiation. Preventing them from doing so would limit the
dimensions of competition to price and network quality (e.g., bandwidth, availability), factors
that tend to favor the largest players. The chance of consumer harm disappears when the TSP
lacks a dominant position and the plan is nonexclusive, in that it is open to all similarly situated
content providers and content providers remain free to strike similar deals with other TSPs.
The evidence also suggests that zero rating promotes adoption (Jung 2015). A survey in
Myanmar revealed that zero rating increased adoption rates to 49%, well above the national
average of 17% (Galpaya 2015a). Facebook also reports that Free Basics leads to 50% faster
adoption and that approximately 50% of Free Basics customers worldwide upgrade to a full data
plan within 30 days (Martin 2015). In India, among the people who joined Free Basics, after one
month the number of consumers who upgraded to the full Internet outnumbered the consumers
that chose to remain on Free Basics by a factor of 8-to-1.
Finally, zero rating increases consumer choice. What is becoming clear is that although
Internet users were once universally interested in email and web browsing, modern users are
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placing increasingly divergent demands for services. The natural response is for the industry to
diversify its offerings to meet this increasingly heterogeneous demand. In fact, zero rating is just
a small facet of a much larger issue. A study conducted by the Alliance for Affordable Internet
(A4AI) indicates that 51% of plans were service specific, while only 13% of the plans involved
zero rating (Thakur 2015). Another study by Allot Communications (2014) revealed that 85% of
operators offer at least one application-centric plan and that 49% of operators offer at least one
zero rated app.
Neelie Kroes (2012) summed up the benefits of these plans nicely when she asked the
rhetorical question, “If consumers want to obtain discounts because they only plan to use limited
online services, why stand in their way?” Although every consumer should have the option of
choosing the full Internet, “I do not propose to force each and every operator to provide full
Internet: it is for consumers to vote with their feet.”2 Prohibiting service differentiation would
narrow the range of consumer choices and prevent consumers from purchasing cheaper plans
that better tailored to the way they use the Internet.
CONCLUSION
A close review of global enforcement practices revels that to date, no country has banned
zero rating. On the contrary, every country that has enforced net neutrality laws against zero
rating has done so on a case-by-case basis that takes context into account.
This means that adopting a blanket ban on service differentiation would put India out of
step with the rest of the world. The empirical record reveals why other jurisdictions have
declined to treat zero rating in a categorical manner. The evidence suggests that zero rating
tends to be a practice that smaller companies use to compete with larger, more established TSPs.
Zero rating also appears to promote Internet adoption, reduce the prices consumers pay, and give
consumers greater latitude to choose plans better tailored to their specific needs.
The appropriate step would thus appear to harmonize with the rest of the world and adopt
a case-by-case approach.

Sincerely,

Christopher S. Yoo
John H. Chestnut Professor of Law, Law School
Professor of Communication, Annenberg School for Communication
Professor of Computer and Information Science, School of Engineering and Applied Science
Founding Director, Center for Technology, Innovation and Competition
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from subscribing to limited, more differentiated Internet offers, possibly for a lower price.”)
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